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DECISION MAKING –
DEALING WITH CONFLICT
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Types of Decisions

• Standard decisions
• Crisis decisions
• Deep decisions
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3. Develop3. Develop
alternativesalternatives

1. Identify1. Identify
problemproblem

2. Diagnose2. Diagnose
causescauses

Rational Decision Making Model

4. Choose4. Choose
best solutionbest solution

5. Implement5. Implement
solutionsolution

6. Evaluate6. Evaluate
decisiondecision
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Problem Identification
Problems

• Perceptual Biases
– Perceptual defense
– Political influence by

others
– Mental models

• Poor Diagnostic Skills
– Need to make sense
– Lack of time
– Complex situation
– Defining solutions as

problems
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Effective Problem Identification
• Be aware of perceptual limitations
• Examine cause-effect relationships
• Discuss the situation with colleagues
• Examine the situation from different angles
• Be open, accepting that you may be part of the cause

of the problem
• Consciously monitor performance to

uncover when things are not going
according to plan.

• Use information technology
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Effective cause diagnosis

• Gathering data about the situation
• Defining the scope of the problem
• Determining the consequences of the

problem
• Considering possible

constraints to the problem
solution
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METHODS OF DECISION MAKING
METHODS STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

AUTOCRATIC
•Time saving
•Good for standard decisions
•Leadership expertise

FINAL SAY

ELITE GROUP

CONSULTANCY

MAJORITY
RULES

CONSENSUS

•Little commitment
•Resentment
•One person’s trade

•Uses some group resources
•Allows for some innovation

•Time saving
•Open discussion
•Ideas generated

•Group input
•Open discussion
•Ideas generated

•Time saving
•Closes discussion

•Innovative
•Commitment
•All abilities utilised

•Little commitment
•Conflict remains
•Increases competition

•Little commitment
•Conflict remains
•Little interaction

•Who is expert?
•Openness of leader

•Alienated minority
•Not full commitment

•Very time consuming
•High degree of teamwork
skill needed
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HighHigh

MediumMedium

LowLow

Levels of Employee InvolvementLevels of Employee InvolvementLevels of Employee Involvement

High involvement — Employees
have complete decision making
power (e.g., SMWTs)

Full consultation — Employees
offer recommendations (e.g., gain
sharing)

Selective consultation —
Employees give information, but
don’t know the problem
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How Involvement Improves
Decisions

Employee
Involvement

Identify and defineIdentify and define
problems betterproblems better

More likely to selectMore likely to select
the best optionthe best option

Usually identify moreUsually identify more
and better solutionsand better solutions
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Advantages of participative
decision making

• Broader perspective for problem definition and
analysis

• More knowledge, facts, and alternatives can be
evaluated.

• Discussion clarifies ambiguous problems and
reduces uncertainty about alternatives

• Participation fosters
member satisfaction,
commitment and support
for decision.
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Time and decisions
Time

Managerial decisions Group decisions

IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENTATION

COMMITMENT

COMMITMENT

DECISION

DECISION

PREPARATION
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Disadvantages of participative
decision making

• Time-consuming; wasted resources if
used for routine decisions

• Compromise decisions may satisfy no
one

• Groupthink may
reduce dissent and
opinion diversity

• No clear focus for
decision responsibility
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE
DECISION MAKING PROCESS

The decision
process

Factors associated
with the individual
• personality
• perception
• attitude to risk
• ethics and values

The decision context
• nature of decision
• uncertainty

The organizational
context
• culture and climate
• politics
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PARTICIPATION IN
DECISION MAKING

WHO MAKE DECISIONS?

Formulating
Strategy

Organizational
Design and
Governance

Managing work
Unit performance

Deciding on
Work procedures

Management
decides

Joint
decisions

Performers
decide

LEVELS OF
DECISIONS

Traditional
management
practices

Task forces

Cross-
functional
teams

Job
design

Quality
circles

Self-
managed
work
teams

Consultative
participation
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TYPES OF CONFLICT

• Organisationally Initiated Conflict

• People-Initiated Conflict

• Team Conflict
– In-team conflict

– Between-team conflict
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ORGANISATIONALLY
INITIATED CONFLICTS

Organisationally initiated conflicts result
from :

• Unclear goals and interdependancies.
• Co-ordination and control.
• Limited resources.
• Latitude and decision-

making.
• Communication.
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PEOPLE INITIATED
CONFLICTS

People-Initiated
Conflicts result from:

• Misunderstandings.

• Emotions.

• Viewpoints.

• Values.
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INTERPERSONAL CONFLIT
MANAGEMENT STYLES

COLLABORATINGCOMPETING

ACCOMMODATINGAVOIDING

LOW HIGH
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COMPROMISING
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TO USE AVOIDANCE
STRATEGIES

• If you do not fully understand the cause or details of the
conflict.

• If, after a number of attempts, two conflicting parties
cannot reconcile their differences.

• If the relationship between the competing parties is not
strong enough to absorb over the conflict.

• If one person attempts to place you or others in a conflict
situation for his own purpose.

• When your stake in a conflict is
low but the situation may
damage working relationship.

• If you face severe time
constraints.
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TO USE ACCOMMODATING
STRATEGIES

• If an argument is in « full flight ».
• When trying to win someone over.
• When dealing with an influential boss or other

actor.
• When the issue is more important to the other

party and must be resolved quickly.
• When strong working relationships

are more important than other
considerations.
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TO USE COMPETING
STRATEGIES

• If a quick, tidy decision is vital.
• If the conflicting parties will not budge from their

positions.
• When conflicting parties will not even discuss an

issue.
• When you feel compelled to

maintain a strong position.
• When your relationship with the

other person is unimportant.
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TO USE COMPROMISING
STRATEGIES

• If a conflict goes on for an ureasonable period of time.
• When other employees begin to take sides in a conflict.
• When an employee’s performance on the job is affected

by the conflict.
• When conflicting parties may be willing to meet half-way.

• When issues are critical and very
complex.

• When conflicting parties request a
third-party solution.

• When both parties have equal power
and need a good working relationship.
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SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES FOR
DEALING WITH CONFLICT

Problem is more likely to be
resolved with a creative
solution; both parties more
likely to be committed to it

If we can work
together we can solve
the problem with the
best possible solution

Do it togetherWin-winCollaborating

People tend to look for easy
way out; can start with more
than they want; can lead to
mediocrity

If every body can be a
little flexible and bend
we can work this out

Give and takeWin some,
lose some

Compromising

Seen as a dictator; other party
feel humiliated; difficult to get
co-operation or commitment

I am the expert and
the boss, I know best,
might is right

Do as I sayWin-loseCompeting

May be seen as a ‘push-over’
and a having no conviction;
can be taken advantage of

Employee relationship
must be maintained at
all costs

Anything you
want

Lose-winAccommodating

If used too often interpersonal
problems are unlikely to be
resolved; stop-gap at best

Avoid the conflict and
hope it goes away

Not interestedLose-LoseAvoiding

END PRODUCTBEHIND ITRESPONSEOUTCOMESTRATEGY
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A COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-
SOLVING OUTLINE

1. Admit a conflict exists

2. Confront the problem/conflict

3. Brainstorm possible options/alternatives

4. Select an option/reach agreement

5. Look to the future.


